
Network Protocol Vulnerabilities
Network Protocol
  Define rules and conventions for communications between
  networked devices.  
  Include mechanisms for identification and connection
  Specify how data is packaged into messages
  May support data compression and other services

Examples considered here
  Authentication (IPSec, Kerberos)
  Network File System (NFS)
  Network Time Protocol (NTP)
  IP
  TCP



Network Protocol Vulnerabilities
Protocol Considerations for Security:
   Eavesdropping: 
      Attacker should not be able to do any of the following:
      - learn the contents of messages between connecting parties
      - learn information enabling impersonation in a future exchange
      - learn anything that permits off-line password-guessing
   Impersonation of Originator: 
      Attacker should not be able to do any of the following:
      - convince other party it is the real originator
      - learn info enabling the attacker to do an off-line 
        password-guessing attack against a Client or Server 
      - learn info enabling impersonation of a Client in the future
      - learn info enabling impersonation of a Server to a Client
      - trick a Server into signing or decrypting something



Network Protocol Vulnerabilities
Protocol Considerations for Security:
   Pounce: 
      Attacker gets part way through authentication but can't
      - convince a Client that the attacker is a legitimate Server
      - learn info enabling an off-line password-guessing attack
      - learn info enabling impersonation of a Server in the future 
        or a Client to a Server
      - trick a Client into signing or decrypting something
   Read Client Database: 
      If attacker can convince Server it is the Client, attacker can do 
      off-line password guessing attack against Server secret (if it is 
      derived from a password) since Client must have enough info to 
      know if the Server is authentic.  But:
      - attacker shouldn't be able to impersonate the Server to the Client
      - attacker shouldn't be able to decrypt recorded messages



Network Protocol Vulnerabilities
Protocol Considerations for Security:
   Read Server Database: 
      Then attacker can convince Client that it is the Server and  
      attacker can do off-line password-guessing attack against 
      Client's secret.  But:
      - Attacker shouldn't be able to impersonate Client to the Server
      - Attacker should not be able to decrypt recorded messages
   Sit on net and modify messages:
      Attacker should not be able to:
      - do an off-line password-guessing attack on anybody's secret 
         information
      - read any messages
      - hijack a conversation without the other side knowing this
      - cause messages between Client and Server to be misinterpreted



Network Protocol Vulnerabilities
Stateless Protocol:
   Communications protocol that treats each request as an 
   independent transaction that is unrelated to any previous 
   request so that the communication consists of independent 
   pairs of request and response. (Wikipedia)
   Benefits:
      - reduces risk of Denial of Service attack that relies on 
        resource limitations to succeed
      - easy to re-establish connection in the event that the Server
        crashes
   Drawback:
      -  it is easier for an attacker to hijack a connection 
   Stateless examples:   HTTP, IP 
   Stateful examples:  FTP, TCP



Client Server
(K) (K)

Goal: Server Authenticates Client and Client Authenticates Server
     Client and Server share a secret K
     Client and Server have the same symmetric encryption algorithm
     An eavesdropper may be monitoring the connection
         can listen to messages 
         can modify messages
         can intercept and prevent messages from continuing 
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Client Server
Hello(K) (K)

Client initiates a connection:
       Any non-cryptographic message is sent to Server
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Client Server
K{R}(K) (K)

Server responds:
       Server encrypts a number R which is one of several known to 
       the Client
       Server saves R or a reference to R in a database 
       Client decrypts to get R, notices R is in its database and confirms
       the server's identity
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Client Server
R(K) (K)

Client sends R to Server:
       Server authenticates the Client since it knows that it had
       sent K{R} to the Client and only someone who knows K
       can decrypt R
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Client Server
R(K) (K)

Replay:
       Attacker can impersonate the Server
           Intercept the Hello from the Client
           Send a previously observed K{R} to the Client
           Discard the R returned by the Client
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Client Server
R(K) (K)

Other Concerns:
   1. Requires reversible cryptography - no hash, DSA cannot be used
   2. No need to eavesdrop if R is recognizable - Attacker says hello 
       and gets back K{R}, if K derived from password can generate lots 
       of Ks for a dictionary attack.
   3. If R is recognizable by Client, then we have the first protocol
       which protocol authenticates the Server but only if life of R is 
       short, otherwise K{R} can be replayed by attacker as before
   4. Server must still save R 
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Client Server
Hello(K) (K)

Client and Server share a secret K that no one else has
Everyone knows a hash or encrypt function f 
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Client Server
Challenge R(K) (K)

Client and Server share a secret K that no one else has
Everyone knows a hash or encrypt function f 
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Client Server
f(K, R)(K) (K)

Client and Server share a secret K that no one else has
Everyone knows a hash or encrypt function f
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Client Server
f(K, R)(K) (K)

Concerns:
   1. Handshake needs three messages, Server saves R, possible DoS
   2. Off-line password guessing attack - if K is derived from password
       because both R and f(K, R) are observable.
   3. Someone reading the Server database may be able to impersonate Client
       later or to another server that the client uses
   4. Authentication is not mutual - only Server authenticates Client
       Anyone can send the challenge R.
   5. Connection can be hijacked – if the rest of the transaction is without
       cryptographic protection and attacker makes packets with Client addr
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Client Server
Hello, K{time}(K) (K)

Server Authenticates Client – attempt at stateless protocol:
       Server and Client share a secret K and both have clocks which 
       are set within milliseconds of each other
       Client sends encrypted time to Server
       Server decrypts, gets time that is close to its own
       Only someone with knowledge of K can do this
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Client Server
Hello, K{time}(K) (K)

Replay:
   Attacker can replay K{time} within an acceptable clock skew to 
   impersonate the Client
   Server may have to save received timestamps to prevent this
   attempt at stateless protocol fails in this case
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Client Server
Hello, time, hash{K,time}(K) (K)

Server Authenticates Client - second try at stateless protocol:
       Client sends time and hash of time and K
       Server knows K and can compute the hash of K and time 
       to compare with the hash sent by the Client
       State is not saved, time is in milliseconds after January 1, 1970
       hence is never repeated so replay is not possible
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Client Server
Hello, Rc

Mutual Authentication:
    Client sends a challenge to Server
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(K) (K)



Client Server
Rs, f(K, Rc)

Mutual Authentication:
    Client sends a challenge to Server
    Server encrypts or takes a hash of K and the challenge, 
    sends to Client with its own challenge
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(K) (K)



Client Server
Rs, f(K, Rc)

Mutual Authentication:
    Client sends a challenge to Server
    Server encrypts or takes a hash of K and the challenge, 
    sends to Client with its own challenge
    Client decrypts Server's encrypted message and checks against its 
    challenge – if there is a match the Server is authenticated
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(K) (K)



Client Server
f(K,Rs)

Mutual Authentication:
    Client sends a challenge to Server
    Server encrypts or takes a hash of K and the challenge, 
    sends to Client with its own challenge
    Client decrypts Server's encrypted message and checks against its 
    challenge – if there is a match the Server is authenticated
    Client encrypts or takes a hash of K and the Server's challenge
    sends to Server
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(K) (K)



Client Server
f(K,Rs)

Mutual Authentication:
    Client sends a challenge to Server
    Server encrypts or takes a hash of K and the challenge, 
    sends to Client with its own challenge
    Client decrypts Server's encrypted message and checks against its 
    challenge – if there is a match the Server is authenticated
    Client encrypts or takes a hash of K and the Server's challenge
    sends to Server
    Server decrypts Client's encrypted message and checks against its 
    challenge – if there is a match the Client is authenticated
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(K) (K)



Imposter Server
Hello, Ri

Reflection Attack:
   Attacker wants to impersonate Client to Server.  Attacker sends Hello
   and a challenge.
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(K)



Imposter Server
Rs, f(K, Ri)

Reflection Attack:
   Attacker wants to impersonate Client to Server.  Attacker sends Hello
   and a challenge.
   Attacker gets back f(K, Ri) (tossed) and Rs.  Server expects f(K, Rs)
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(K)



Imposter Server
Rs, f(K, Ri)

Hello, Rs

Reflection Attack:
   Attacker wants to impersonate Client to Server.  Attacker sends Hello
   and a challenge.
   Attacker gets back f(K, Ri) (tossed) and Rs.  Server expects f(K, Rs)
   Attacker opens second connection to Server using Rs.
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(K)



Imposter Server
Rs, f(K, Ri)

Reflection Attack:
   Attacker wants to impersonate Client to Server.  Attacker sends Hello
   and a challenge.
   Attacker gets back f(K, Ri) (tossed) and Rs.  Server expects f(K, Rs)
   Attacker opens second connection to Server using Rs.
   Attacker gets back Rs encrypted.

Rp, f(K, Rs)
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(K)



Imposter Server
f(K, Rs)

Reflection Attack:
   Attacker wants to impersonate Client to Server.  Attacker sends Hello
   and a challenge.
   Attacker gets back f(K, Ri) (tossed) and Rs.  Server expects f(K, Rs)
   Attacker opens second connection to Server using Rs.
   Attacker gets back Rs encrypted.
   Attacker abandons second connection and sends back f(K, Rs) to complete.

Rp, f(K, Rs)
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(K)



Imposter Server
f(K, Rs)

Reflection Attack, how to foil it:
   1. Instead of the same key K, use different keys Ks, Kc
       Ks may be almost Kc (say times -1 or 1 different etc.)
   2. Insist the challenge from the Client is different from that of the Server

Rp, f(K, Rs)
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(K)



Imposter Server
f(K, Rs)

Reflection Attack, how to foil it:
   1. Instead of the same key K, use different keys Ks, Kc
       Ks may be almost Kc (say times -1 or 1 different etc.)
   2. Insist the challenge from the Client is different from that of the Server
Also, off-line password guessing attack vulnerability:  Attacker sends 
message to Server claiming to be Client and enclosing a challenge R, 
Server returns the challenge encrypted f(K, R), this gives the attacker 
ability to check passwords

Rp, f(K, Rs)
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(K)



Client Server
Hello

Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
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(K) (K)



Client Server
Rs

Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
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(K) (K)



Client Server
f(K,Rs)

Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
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(K) (K)



Client Server
Rc

Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
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(K) (K)



Client Server
f(K,Rc)

Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
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(K) (K)



Client Server
f(K,Rc)

Reflection Attack can't succeed with this protocol:
  

Reason: Initiator always is first to prove its identity!!
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(K) (K)



Client Server
Hello(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

Public Key Authentication – Server Authenticates Client:
       K

c
 : private key of Client

       S
c
 : public key of Client

       K
s
 : private key of Server

       S
s
 : public key of Server
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Client Server
Challenge R(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

Server sends a challenge R to the Client:
       Server picks R, sends to Client
       R could be a random number
       Server saves R
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Client Server
signed[R]Kc

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

Server Authenticates Client:
   Client encrypts R with its private key, sends to Server
   Server decrypts with Client's public key, which everyone knows
   R is recovered only if the signer's private key is paired with the public key
   Since the public key belongs to the Client, the Client is authenticated 
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Client Server
signed[R]Kc

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

Server impersonator can trick Client into signing something:
   Client's Hello is intercepted by the eavesdropping attacker
   Attacker sends what it wants signed to Client
   Client signs it
   If attacker does not proceed with the connection, Client will discover
   the attack and will get new keys
   Even if attacker continues with the connection, there may come a time
   when its public and secret keys must be used – also an opportunity
   for the Client to realize it has been attacked 
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Client Server
Hello(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

A variation on the previous protocol:
       Client initiates the connection
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Client Server
encrypt{R}Sc

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

A variation on the previous protocol:
       The Server picks R and encrypts with the Client's public key
       Sends to Client 
       Server saves R
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Client Server
R(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

Server Authenticates Client:
       Client decrypts to get R, sends R to Server
       Server compares received R with the R it saved
       Only the owner of the private key that is paired with the public key
       used by the Server could have decrypted R
       Since the public key was owned by the Client, the Server is 
       convinced that the Client is authentic
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Client Server
R(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

Server impersonator can trick Client into decrypting a previous msg:
       Someone encrypts message M with Client's public key, sends to Client
       Attacker intercepts M 

e mod n where <e,n> is Kc 
       Attacker chooses number R, prime relative to modulus n (so R-1 exists)
       Attacker creates bogus message H = M 

e*R 

e mod n (recall e is public)
       Attacker waits for Client to send Hello – Attacker intercepts       
       Attacker impersonates server, sends encrypted H to client for decrypting 
       Client decrypts with Sc, does not recognize the result (gibberish)  
       Attacker gets H 

d mod n = (M*R)ed mod n = M*R mod n
       Attacker multiplies by R-1 to get M mod n
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Client ServerHello, encrypt{Rc}Ss

Public key mutual authentication:
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(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)



Client Server
Rc, encrypt{Rs}Sc

Public key mutual authentication:
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(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)



Client ServerRs

Public key mutual authentication:
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(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)



Client Server

Rs

Public key mutual authentication:
  

    Reflection attack will not succeed although the server proves its ID first.
    Having seen encrypt{Rs}Sc

 an attacker needs to extract Rs  
    It can't decrypt it because it does not know the client's private key
    It can't send encrypt{Rs}Sc

 to the server in a new login, server tries this: 
                        decrypt{encrypt{Rs}Sc

}Ss
    to no avail.  

Rc, encrypt{Rs}Sc

Hello, encrypt{Rc}Ss
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(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)



Client Server

Public key mutual authentication:
  

   Variant: Rs and Rc are signed by their respective parties

Rs

Rc, signed[Rs]Ks

Hello, signed[Rc]Kc
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(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)



Client Server

Establish a session key (secret key system):
    After authentication, R and K{R} are known by Client and Server
    Can't use K{R} as session key - someone may have seen it
    Can't use K{R+1} as session key - Attacker seeing transmission using
    session key K{R+1} impersonates Server's network address to Client
    and sends R+1 as the challenge to Client.  Client responds with K{R+1}.
    So attacker can decrypt previous transmission.
    

(K) (K)
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 hello
   R

  K{R}



Client Server

Establish a session key (secret key system):
    After authentication, R and K{R} are known by Client and Server
    Can't use K{R} as session key - someone may have seen it
    Can't use K{R+1} as session key - Attacker seeing transmission using
    session key K{R+1} impersonates Server's network address to Client
    and sends R+1 as the challenge to Client.  Client responds with K{R+1}.
    So attacker can decrypt previous transmission.
    Session key should not be an encrypted value which can be 
    predicted or extracted later.

(K) (K)
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 hello
   R

  K{R}



Client Server

   

(Kc, Sc) (Ks, Ss)

[ga mod p]Kc

Establish a session key (public key system):
    Authenticate with Diffie-Hellman exchange, RSA signing.
    Use gab mod p as the session key.
    Attempt to get root access on either machine does not reveal the a and b
    needed to generate session key to decrypt recorded messages - they were
    never recorded and the session key was tossed.  If session key had been
    sent across, it could have been recorded and decrypted after getting 
    root access.  If session keys get sent across without being signed, 
    attacker can send an R while impersonating Client's network address.

Network Protocol Vulnerabilities

[gb mod p]Ks
g, p



Done



   

Key Distribution Center:
If the keys are in a few places, the explosion of needed keys is eliminated.
The KDC knows keys for all machines.  A new machine in the network
causes update between that machine and KDC, not other machines.

KDC

A

B

C

D

E

F
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)Na, Req B
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC
   KDC makes a session key Kab for the connection

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab, Na
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC
   KDC makes a session key Kab for the connection
   KDC encrypts Na, B, Kab, a ticket T with key Ka and sends all to A.
   To make T the KDC encrypts the session key Kab and A with Kb. 

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab, Na

Ka{Na, B, Kab, T}
T=Kb{Kab, A}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC
   KDC makes a session key Kab for the connection
   KDC encrypts Na, B, Kab, a ticket T with key Ka and sends all to A.
   To make T the KDC encrypts the session key Kab and A with Kb. 
   Client A encrypts a nonce Nb with the session key Kab, sends with ticket to B

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

T, Kab{Nb}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC
   KDC makes a session key Kab for the connection
   KDC encrypts Na, B, Kab, a ticket T with key Ka and sends all to A.
   To make T the KDC encrypts the session key Kab and A with Kb. 
   Client A encrypts a nonce Nb with the session key Kab, sends with ticket to B
   Client B decrypts T, gets Kab, subtracts 1 from nonce Nb, makes a new nonce Nc 
   encrypts with Kab sends encrypted message to Client A. 

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab{Nb-1,Nc}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder authentication and session key (secret key system):
   Client A sends a nonce Na and request to connect to B to the KDC
   KDC makes a session key Kab for the connection
   KDC encrypts Na, B, Kab, a ticket T with key Ka and sends all to A.
   To make T the KDC encrypts the session key Kab and A with Kb. 
   Client A encrypts a nonce Nb with the session key Kab, sends with ticket to B
   Client B decrypts T, gets Kab, subtracts 1 from nonce Nb, makes a new nonce Nc 
   encrypts with Kab sends encrypted message to Client A. 
   Client A subtracts 1 from nonce Nc, encrypts with Kab, sends to Client B

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab{Nc-1}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder: What is going on?
   Nonce Na is checked by A in message from KDC to protect against: 
      Attacker steals a Kb and holds onto to it – maybe it is changed by B.
      Attacker intercepts KDC response M to A requesting a ticket for B, holds it 
      Attacker waits for A to request a session key for B and plays back M to A
      A sends session key encrypted with B's Kb so it can impersonate B to A

      

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)Na, Req B

Ka{Na, B, Kab, T}
T=Kb{Kab, A} Attacker need not know key of Client A
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder: What is going on?
   With the identity of B returned, attacker id substitution is detected by A
   

   Nonce is returned to check authenticity of KDC 
   

   Double encryption of session key (Kb for ticket, then Ka on the ticket) is 
   not considered necessary

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)
Ka{Na, B, Kab, T}

T=Kb{Kab, A}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder: What is going on?
   Client A knows that only someone with B's key Kb can decrypt
   and get the session key.  With session key, B decrypts Nb.

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

T, Kab{Nb}
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Client A KDC

Needham-Schroeder: Vulnerable to replay
   If attacker finds out A's key Ka, then attacker can impersonate A to the KDC.  
   If A changes Ka, we require that the attacker is not to be able to impersonate A.
   But the ticket to B remains valid after a such a change.  
   Attacker can save Ka{Na, B, Kab, Kb{Kab, A}} until
   it knows the old Ka key, then decrypt to get Kb{Kab, A} and send that to B
   to convince it that it is connecting with Client A using Kab.

   

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)
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Kerberos
    Distributed authentication service
    Allows a process (a client) running on behalf of a 
       principal (a user) to prove its identity to a 
       verifier (an application server, or just server) 
       without sending data across the network that might allow an  
       attacker or the verifier to subsequently impersonate the 
       principal. 
    Optionally provides integrity and confidentiality for data sent
    between the client and server.  
    Uses 3-DES in CBC for encryption 
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Client A KDC

   Kerberos 

T = Kb{Kab, A, time, lifetime, address of A}
C = Ka{Kab, B, time, lifetime}
U = Kab{A, address of A, time, N

a
}

U is an authenticator, created by Client A for Client B
   B decrypts T, gets Kab decrypts A with it, compares contents of T with
   contents of A. B uses timestamp to prevent replay

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)
         Ka{C, T}

           T, U
Kab{time}
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Kerberos:
   Impersonating Client A
     An impostor, I, could steal the authenticator and the ticket 
     as it is transmitted across the network, and use them to     
     impersonate A. 

     The address in the ticket and the authenticator was added to 
     make it more difficult to perform this attack: 
         To succeed I will have to either use the same machine as C 
         or fake the source addresses of the packets. By including 
         the time stamp in the authenticator, I does not have much 
         time in which to mount the attack.
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Kerberos:
   Impersonating Server B
     I can masquerade the Server's network address, and when  
     the Client A sends its credentials, I just pretends to verify 
     them. The Client A can't be sure that it is not talking to I.
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Nc, A, B, Ka{Na, Nc, A, B}
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   KDC gets 2 messages from Client B, uses Client B’s secret Kb to decrypt
   Kb{Nb, Nc, A, B} - gets Nc, A uses A to find Ka and decrypt Ka{Na, Nc, A, B} 
   to get Nc, A, B    If Nc is not the same in both messages, KDC will stop the 
   transaction.
   Only someone with knowledge of B's current K

b
 can encrypt N

c
 properly

   and of A's current K
a
 can encrypt A, B so it can successfully be 

   decrypted by the KDC, verifying the value of the decrypted N
c

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)
Ka{Na, Nc, A, B},
Kb{Nb, Nc, A, B}
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   Client B is reassured that it is talking to KDC since its nonce was extracted
   using Kb and sent back encrypted.

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab

Nc, Ka{Na, Kab},
Kb{Nb, Kab}
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   This message reassures Client A that both the KDC and Client B are OK
   because it can check its nonce, which it had encrypted with other things,
   and to get it back means the KDC used Ka and the KDC validated Client B.

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab

Ka{Na, Kab}
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Client A KDC

Otway-Rees:
  

   Client A proves identity to Client B by showing it knows Kab.

(Ka) (Ks)
Client B

(Kb)

Kab

Kab{anything recognizable}

Network Protocol Vulnerabilities
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